Abstract. Emoticons are widely used in the network text, which has enhanced effect for the author's emotional experience and semantic representation. Effective identification of the emoticons in the network text has great significance to sentiment analysis, public opinion survey and commercial investigation. Through analyzing the information about a number of emoticons on the Internet and based on the UTF-8 coding, new method of recognition emoticons is presented. First of all, the emoticons are differentiated and analyzed by using the statistical method, and then, the method describes the process by the steps of conditional information entropy are defined, computing mutual information and filter the candidates with using written rules. Finally, experimental results prove that the recognition algorithm has correctness, precise and practicality.
Introduction
With the development of computer technology and network technology, when people interact and communicate by using the computer network, they cannot get the additional information like expression, action or voice tone from others, this situation bound to reduce the efficiency of the communication [1] . To make up for the defects, many Internet users start to use the emoticons.
In the past papers about Chinese natural language processing, researchers [2] [3] [4] [5] usually see emoticons as ordinary symbols or noise strings [6] . But when process the corpus which contains lots of network language such as the emoticons for the research of sentiment analysis, public opinion survey and commercial investigation, the accuracy of the semantic understanding and emotional expressions for the whole text will be decreased if the emoticons are fully removed. Therefore, when new words discovery is studied, emoticons should be identify and define as vocabulary [7, 8] , this has practical importance for the whole semantic understanding and sentiment analysis when the network corpus and Internet phrases are processed by using the Chinese information processing system.
Definition and Analysis of Emoticons
Emoticon is non-traditional word as a pictorial representation of a facial expression composed of punctuation marks, number, letter or words. It can simulate specific images to express the writer's feeling, mood and actions [9] . For example, "눈_눈" just like a person's face, "o(*≧▽≦)ツ" means happy. Emoticons could appear in the sentence to assist the web text writers express a particular emotion or independent appear to express the unique meaning [10] .
Emoticons could be divided into three categories which are shown in Table 1 by analyzing more than fifty kinds of different emoticons. 
The Method of Emoticons Discovery Establish The Candidates Set Because the corpus for experiment and research is Chinese language, all the elements in the emoticons can be divided into two categories: Chinese character and non-Chinese character with using UTF-8 code. The appear position of them is i, the non-Chinese character in the corpus is C i , to n∈i, a candidate emoticon is (C 1 ,C n )=C 1 C 2 …C n . The rules of emoticons appear is (words)+'emoticons'+(words) in the corpus, emoticons appear between words in the sentence or be independent. So the candidate set could be established by computing the continuous non-Chinese characters and collect them into with using Eq. 1.
Sieve Method Based On Conditional Entropy Most elements in the emoticons are symbols, punctuation marks or other languages words, to the Chinese corpus, these elements have no real meanings and have a lower frequency of them. But the emoticon has a higher coupling degree between each element because its significance. So a sieve method is established based on conditional entropy (CE). To an element X, the frequency of the occurrence P(x) is random distribution in the corpus. The entropy of X is:
To another element Y, the conditional entropy of X is (2) with the condition of Y:
In the same way, to the third element Z, the conditional entropy of X is:
, ,
According Eq. 2, Eq. 3, and Eq. 4 can filter the first and second kind of candidate emoticon in Table 1 .But for the third case, conditional entropy has been unable to meet the requirements because brackets is a common symbol and has a higher frequency in the corpus. If a candidate emoticon is the third kind, the frequency of elements beside the brackets should be similar. So a new suitable sieve method is established according the mutual information (MI) between the elements which are beside the bracket. To one candidate emoticon of the third kind, its left-bracket is LB, the LB's left neighbor is LB left , LB's right neighbor is LB right , same to the right-bracket. For example, to the emoticon (╯#-_-)╯, "NULL" is LB left , "╯"is LB right , RB left is "-", "╯" is RB right . 
The DV (difference value) more closed to zero, the more similar of the frequencies of the four elements beside the two brackets and the candidate more likely is a real emoticon. Filtering Method Based On Written Rules There will have some meaningless character combination of low frequency in the candidate set because of the write error, keyboard wrong operation, etc. These characters combinations have no significance and can never be the emoticon. Filter processing these low-frequency characters combinations is conducive to improve the precision.
When people write text online, some Internet users will adopt the way of continuous writing the same punctuation marks to assist in semantic expression like "!!!" or "???". These strings of the continuous same symbols is not in conformity with the definition of emoticons, so filtering them from the candidate set is conducive to improve the precision.
Experiment and Analysis
To test and verify the correctness of the method, the content of Sina Weibo in July, August and September in 2015 with using web crawler tools to collect is used as the experimental corpus. Sina Weibo is the most frequently used social platform and most of writer are young people which are always use the emoticons. The evaluation of experimental results using symbol P (precision rate), R (recall rate) and F 1 score (also F-score or F-measure). In statistical analysis of binary classification, the F 1 score is a measure of a test's accuracy. It considers both the P and the R of the test to compute the score: P is the number of correct discovery results divided by the number of all discovery results as shown in Eq. 8, and R is the number of correct discovery results divided by the number of all the correct results that should have been discovered from the corpus as shown in Eq. 9. The F 1 score can be interpreted as a weighted average of the precision and recall, where an F 1 score reaches its best value at 1 and worst at 0 (Eq. 10).
Where, D(E) is all of the emoticons which are the results in this experiment. D * (E) is all of the emoticons which are should be discovered in the corpus in this experiment.
The candidate emoticons set can be gained according to Eq. 1, iterative screen the set by using conditional entropy (CE) and mutual information (MI), and in the end with filtering method based on written rule to get the emoticons from the corpus.
R and P change with the variation of threshold value (TV) of DV in the process of data processing, P&R does not increase or decrease at the same time when the TV changed as shown in the Fig. 1 . With F 1 score is an evaluation criteria of the precision rate and recall rate, the best fit of threshold value could be found when F reaches maximum value. Figure 2 The results from different steps. The result of this experiment with the best fit of threshold value (TV=0.37) is shown in the Fig. 2 . It could be seen through the different steps, recall and precision have the corresponding increase, and all of R&R&F are the maximum at the situation of "CE+MI+Filter", R&P have a corresponding increase by using the method of mutual information (MI), and the enhancement of R&P prove the filter method is also effective, the results show the effectiveness of the present method.
Conclusion
As a kind of words which often used by people, the emoticon is an effective complement of the natural language, have a large number in the network text and be widely used, this paper try to put the emoticons as new words for research and the feasibility of the method is verified by using the network text experiment, this method provided a useful reference for Chinese natural language processing.
